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                  CHOOSE THE RIGHT FIT

                

              

              
                With specialized grips for each skillset and skill level, we'll walk you through how to choose the right grip and determine the correct size.
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                  REISPORT GRIPS

                

              

              
                Gibson Athletic is the exclusive importer of elite Swiss-made Reisport grips. We're proud to provide Reisport grips so we can be a part of your gymnastics journey at every level.

Available in the United States, Central and South America.
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            "My daughter was using another brand, but they were just too big for her hands. She lost many of her bar skills. We purchased these and we couldn't be happier! She got her skills back the first time she used them. We didn't have any trouble widening the finger holes - just followed the instructions. It took 5 minutes."
Gibson Girls' Just Right Uneven Bar Grips
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            "My daughter is very happy with these! Didn’t take too long to break in and she likes the buckles more than the Velcro pair she had before."
Gibson Girls' Summit Uneven Bar Grips
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            "These are absolutely perfect! I had these same ones in high school and loved them. I purchased them for my daughter a while ago and then I started doing gymnastics again and bought myself a pair. These are the grips you’re looking for!"
Reisport Women's Uneven Bar Grips
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